Choose three consecutive letters from each word below. Put these bits and pieces together to form a word that belongs to the category.

Example: automatic / shore = author

A. Occupations
1. dockyard / tractor = __________________________
2. stain / glorious = ____________________________
3. insect / concrete / diary = _____________________
4. starch / hitting / respect = _____________________
5. careful / opening / butter = _____________________
6. apology / notice / mango = _____________________
7. skilful / undid / very = ________________________
8. laneway / usage / centre = _____________________
9. claws / prayer = ______________________________
10. phone / toggle / grape / father = __________________

B. Countries
1. sausage / traffic / brilliant = __________________
2. crust / Asian = _____________________________
3. ignore / railway = ____________________________
4. swept / hidden = _____________________________
5. infra-red / Vincent = _________________________
6. impolite / sandwich = _________________________
7. pantry / llama = ______________________________
8. remind / alone / Siamese = ____________________
9. ogre / enlist / panda = ________________________
10. renewal / guide / nearly = _____________________
11. cargo / spent / inaccurate = __________________
12. adventure / donkey = _________________________

C. Cities and Towns in Australia (use an atlas to help)
1. darkness / sewing = __________________________ (NT)
2. albatross / fury = ____________________________ (NSW)
3. hobo / party = ______________________________ (TAS)
4. dungeon / goggles = _________________________ (NSW)
5. stool / swoop / imbalance = ___________________ (QLD)
6. bundle / readable / energy = ___________________ (QLD)
7. unsinkable / angle / stone = ___________________ (NSW)
8. camel / about / corner = ______________________ (VIC)
9. sinew / occasion / turtle = _____________________ (NSW)
10. refresh / manage / cattle = ___________________ (WA)